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CHERRY TREE WOOD, EAST FINCHLEY, SURVEY RESULTS 

Introduction 
The Survey 

Between 26th June and 12th August 2019, the Friends of Cherry Tree Wood undertook a survey (of 11 questions) of users of Cherry Tree Wood 

a Barnet owned slice of Ancient Woodland in East Finchley North London. The questionnaire was available in hard copy on the Friends stall at 

the East Finchley Community Festival and shortly afterwards it was available online via Survey Monkey.1 

The Survey sought to identify and gauge the range and importance of improvements that should be made to the Wood in the coming few 

years and to find out current satisfaction levels with the Wood. 

The Friends 

The Friends of Cherry Tree Wood is a registered Charity (No. 1060923). The Friends were established in the 1990s and have campaigned over 

that period to protect and enhance the park and woodland. 

The Charity has three key objectives: 

1. To secure the preservation, protection and improvement of Cherry Tree Wood. 

2. To promote high standards of planning and architecture; 

3. To educate the public in the geography, history, natural history and architecture of the area of benefit. 

Become a Friend 

We do not charge a fee so joining our mailing list is simple – just drop us an email to the address below: 

Email: friendsofcherrytreewood@gmail.com   Twitter: @FriendsofCherr1 Instagram: @friendsofcherrytreewood 

Website:   https://friendsofcherrytreewood.home.blog/  Facebook: @cherrytreewoodef 

 
1 With great thanks to local company Social Engine http://www.social-engine.co.uk/ and especially Kieran Saggar for his invaluable help and support on the Survey. 

mailto:friendsofcherrytreewood@gmail.com
https://friendsofcherrytreewood.home.blog/
http://www.social-engine.co.uk/
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Summary 
• In total 273 people responded to the survey via hard copy questionnaire or online through Survey Monkey. 70% of the respondents 

were women and only 28% men with 2% preferring not to identify themselves. 

• Views on the most important and more immediate proposals for action were sought. The clear front runners for action relate to litter 

and cleanliness of the park. Improved litter bins came out top followed by regular litter picks. Adopting the flower beds near the café 

and tennis courts along with providing a drinking fountain for humans and dogs proved very popular and a nature and tree trail was 

also well supported.  

• Longer term improvements elicited some of the strongest responses with improving toilets by far and away the greatest concern for action. The 

need for a woodland management plan and the improvement of biodiversity in the Wood was recognised and very strongly supported. A new 

larger café with inside seating facilities received very strong support as did making improvements to provide an inclusive playground and to provide 

new surfaces for the tennis and basketball courts. The idea of reopening the Mutton brook culvert through the park was considered important by 

50% of respondents. 

• An open question asked people to identify other ideas that they have for the improvement of Cherry Tree Wood. Some reinforced or commented 

upon ideas contained in Questions 1 and 2 particularly about the café, toilets and litter. New ideas ranging from a new gate at Fordington Road, the 

provision of a scrape or pond and many others will be tested through the Management Plan for the Wood that is being developed by the Friends in 

conjunction with Barnet Council. 

• Overall satisfaction levels appear reasonable but 16% declaring themselves either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied is too high and 

hopefully these results will fall over the coming years as the items that appear to cause dissatisfaction are dealt with and resolved. 

• Most respondents are relatively frequent visitors to the Wood with over 60% using the Woods either on most days or weekly. Only 2% rarely 

visited. 

• The most cited reason to visit Cherry Tree Wood was to go for a walk (46%). This seems to tie in with getting some fresh air, enjoying 

the surroundings and seeking peace and quiet (25%, 21% and 19% respectively). A large grouping was engaged on children/family 

outings (36%) and visiting the play area (31%). A significant group (16%) were walking the dog. Wildlife experiences such as enjoying 

flowers and trees (14%) and seeing birds and wildlife (11%) were sought by a slightly smaller group. The bulk of the responses came from 

the 30-59 age group. 20 % were from the over 60 age group but few (7%) were in the under 30 age range. This is an area where the Friends 

acknowledge more detailed survey work may be needed in future to determine the actual needs and desires of the younger age group.  
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Question 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Please rate how important you think it is that the Friends should pursue the proposals 
below Important Neutral Less important 

Improve litter bins 80% 10% 9% 

Hold regular (monthly) litter picks 74% 17% 9% 

Adopt existing flower beds near café and tennis courts, plant and maintain them. 72% 17% 10% 

Provide drinking fountains – for humans and dogs 69% 18% 12% 

Install a Nature and Tree trail 62% 20% 18% 

Start small scale coppicing management in parts of the wood 54% 31% 15% 

Provide more noticeboards managed by the Friends 40% 31% 30% 

Produce information leaflets on the history and ecology of Cherry Tree Wood 37% 29% 34% 

Plant up a willow bed in a marshy area by the railway for local basket making 31% 40% 29% 

Question 1 sought views on the most important and 

more immediate proposals for action that have been 

discussed by the Friends in recent months. The clear 

front runners for action relate to litter and cleanliness 

of the park. Improved litter bins came out top 

followed by regular litter picks. Adopting the flower 

beds near the café and tennis courts along with 

providing a drinking fountain for humans and dogs 

proved very popular and a nature and tree trail was 

also well supported.  

Other ideas were less popular but still garnered some 

support. 

 

 

Actions: 

• Bids to be prepared By Friends and submitted 

to Barnet Council for new litter bins; drinking 

fountain; nature and tree trail; new planting 

in flower bed (see below) and willow bed. 

• Bid for Adoption of existing flower beds 

already submitted and decision awaited from 

Barnet Council. 

• Friends to implement monthly litter picks and 

occasional deep clean sessions. 
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Question 2 
Some suggestions for improvements in the longer term have already 
been made. Please let us know how important these ideas seem to you. Important Neutral Less important 

Provide improved toilets 90% 7% 3% 

Start woodland management of Cherry Tree Wood to improve biodiversity 80% 13% 7% 

Provide a new, larger café with inside seating facilities 76% 14% 10% 

Make improvements to provide an inclusive playground 64% 22% 14% 

Provide new surfaces and facilities for Tennis and basketball 64% 25% 11% 

Reopen the Mutton Brook culvert -stream currently runs by side of the 
wood 50% 34% 16% 

Provide outdoor gym equipment 47% 24% 29% 

Provide an outdoor table tennis table 41% 27% 33% 

Provide a small environmental centre 39% 35% 27% 

 

Longer term improvements elicited some of the strongest responses with improving toilets by far and away the greatest concern for action. The need for a 

woodland management plan and the improvement of biodiversity in the Wood was recognised and very strongly supported. A new larger café with inside 

seating facilities received very strong support as did making improvements to provide an inclusive playground and to provide new surfaces for the tennis 

and basketball courts. The idea of reopening the Mutton brook culvert through the park was seen as important by 50% of respondents. 

Actions: 

• The Friends of Cherry Tree Wood to discuss ideas for improved toilets and a new larger café with Barnet Council to see if a solution to this issue can 

be achieved in a reasonable timescale and to report back to the local community on options. 

• The Friends of Cherry Tree Wood have begun drafting an up to date Management Plan for the Wood and will work with Barnet Council to finalise 

this, to consult with the local community and then to implement the plan using volunteers and appropriate organisations. 
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Question 3 
1. A bigger cafe serving hot and cold food would be a big draw to the woods/park and a great asset for the community  

2. A Cafe is a must plus improvement near to the existing playground!  

3. A decent cafe and toilets are essential. CTW is a disgrace when compared to any of Haringey or Islington’s parks.  

4. Activities on the playing field e.g. football goals or cricket nets    

5. add a football goal to the field  

6. an improved café. Organic food, open more often. Indoor eating with window for the winter  
7. An update of species spotted - maybe a permanent folder plus a weekly or daily blackboard (in cafe or environmental centre) to 

include plants, animals and fungi- which people could add to (and then check feasibility e.g. unlikely to get anything rare. Kenwood 
has done something similar- near the garden shop, and Highgate Wood has a fantastic walk through information- centre near the 
cafe- check them out for ideas.  

8. Ban dogs, make a place safe for children  

9. Be good if there was an interesting board or website or app rather than wasting paper with leaflets.  

10. Benches, potentially include more seating in parts of the wood.  

11. Better cleaning up and bins around benches at Fordington Road end of Wood.  

12. clear area at entrance  

13. coffee point (small)  

14. Consider planting a community orchard. See https://www.theorchardproject.org.uk/  

15. Continue to push for some form of development of the old pavilion at the tube end of the woods - total waste  
16. Create a covered pavilion (roof, but open, not enclosed) with picnic tables that could be used / hired out for reasonable fee for kids 

bdays, other activities. Works really well for families, kids, elderly for all seasons and could be a revenue stream for Park too.  

17. create dead hedge to allow regeneration. Reintroduce watercress beds  

18. Dead hedge areas of woodland to stop compacted earth and allow for regeneration  
19. Desperate need for large dustbins all around woods.  Desperate need to cut back faeces infested woods near entrance to park by 

station.  Desperate need for drugs to be removed in woods.   Desperate need for a proper cafe and indoor space where old building 
is still standing and very dangerous.  There will be a serious incident in CTW and it is because the woods are so dangerous.  Need 
lighting along path.  

20. do something with the neglected old building near the exit and the tube station  
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21. Don’t waste money on additional furniture such as table tennis or an outdoor gym. Crazy waste of money! It’s a small park. Just 
make good of what is there already. Thank. You.  

22. Drain the swampy part.  
23. Draw as many folks in as possible to enjoy our patch of magic in East Finchley. Cafe, toilets and pleasant ordinary community focus, 

not radical or too hip or too specialist. It will work.  

24. Drinking fountains and improved toilets are really needed  

25. Encourage dog owners to be more responsible with dog litter and unleashed dogs.  

26. Ensure park is locked for overnight safety. Recent muggings reported  

27. Extended playground - more like Avenue House. Wooden climbing frame  

28. Feeders for foxes so they don’t have to look into the rubbish; feeders for squirrels  
29. Find something useful to do with the area currently occupied by the pavilion - perhaps the outdoor table tennis and the gym 

equipment there.    Provide a few racks where visitors can securely lock their bikes while they go off and enjoy the wood.    Open 
the picnic area behind the cafe and provide more bins. It could be a pleasant outdoor extension of the cafe.  

30. Generally, improvement to tennis grounds and playgrounds imperative; Litter bins need replacing s do signposts  

31. Guided Nature walks - particularly for children in holidays.  

32. I don’t feel safe going there or feel like it’s ‘clean’. This is why I walk up to Kenwood instead.  
33. I visit CTW every morning with my dog. The group of dog walkers I meet are lovely and we all care about the wood and all of us pick 

up litter we see, particularly glass.  It is vital the park is locked at night as clearly people are in there at night especially if it is warm. 
Also, the open smoking of cannabis is now a common thing. You can smell it even when children are playing in the park - more 
police patrols to stop the idea that CTW is a ‘safe’ place to go and smoke cannabis. The cafe is a disgrace and needs improvement. 
Finally, pull down the old changing rooms and plant trees - that building has had it.  

34. Improve drainage is grassed area  

35. Improve drainage on main grass Area so it’s not so boggy!!  
36. Improve play equipment, put up signs to prevent people letting their dogs off leads, tidy up the area where a new cafe was being 

developed, seek sponsorship from McDonalds given they are so close to the park, improve surface around play equipment (get rid 
of grass) due to drainage issues, bins should be emptied daily, more flowerbeds near the playground and park entrance (High Road 
end), additional sports facilities.  

37. Improve the quality of the playground and its equipment; Get rid of the eyesore that is the Pavilion  

38. Improved cctv to discourage anti-social behaviour.  
39. It is a wood and woodland management is important, but I would also like to see core facilities improved esp. the tennis/basketball 

court  
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40. It just needs to be cleaner. Toilets and bins are disgraceful  
41. It would be very good if the gate onto fordington road could be widened. I am one of the organisers of the Race the Neighbours 

10k and we have real problems getting runners (>400 now) into and out of the park through the narrow gate.  

  

42. Just please improve the toilets, they are horrible to go in with small children.  

43. Liaise with rangers at Highgate Woods concerning management of the woodland and wetland areas. Bird boxes for small birds.  
44. lots of good ideas here! I do think that regularly cleaned toilets, with a reliable supply of soap and bog roll should be an immediate 

change, (rather than a longer term one) along with fresh drinking water. As this is the nearest green space for the Archer Academy 
upper school (who have no outdoor space at all) it would be good to consult them and other schools, as there are few public 
activities freely available at the weekend. Global warming is kicking in so if there was some kind of information shelter/ meeting 
hut it could also be used for sports clubs, toddler groups, a cafe, youth activities, a public meeting space!  

45. Make sure no drinking after gates locked  

46. Make sure park is closed at night. Check for drug takers periodically.  

47. Make the kiosk lessee responsible for keeping the toilets supplied with toilet paper and reporting any problems.  
48. More community events at Cherry Wood.  Yoga in the park, family picnic day, etc.   I would not produce flyers because they are bad 

for the environment and go against the eco message.  Create a weatherproof board that communicates the message you want to 
share.  

49. More fox proof and squirrel proof bins Measures taken to ensure non consumption of alcohol  

50. More picnic tables near the playground with some shelter from the sun.  

  

51. No ideas at the moment, but I'm so glad someone is taking care of the wood. Thank you.  

52. only serve vegan food...  
53. People are (dog walkers especially) often locked out in the autumn/ winter when the park locks early or unlocks late. Published 

times would be really useful. At the moment it seems at the whim of the park keeper.  

54. Persuade Barnet Council to put the kiosk back up for tender so we can get someone who knows how to make coffee!   

55. Picnic tables, renew playground, nature trail/play area, more shady places, better toilets  
56. Plant low maintenance plants or bushes near to Summerlee Avenue entrance as well near to the tennis courts that add some 

colour and diversity to the flora year-round.    Add an additional baby swing to the one that it there already (replace the useless 
chair swing!). Improve these swings generally to standard of those at Highgate Wood playground.  

57. Plant more low maintenance flowering plants and trees, particularly by the tennis and basketball courts  
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58. Please don’t put in outdoor gym equipment. There are loads of places to access this. What is lovely about cherry tree is how 
spacious it is and how people just go there to relax and socialise. Also - please sort out the cafe. It doesn’t need inside seating etc. It 
just needs to be open more often and serve better food. Focus on the improvements which don’t waste money but do improve the 
quality of the experience. From this questionnaire it reads like your ambitions have been developed by a group of people who are 
unable to step back and think about why people are there.  

59. Please make improvement of the toilets, and their regular servicing, your very first priority. They are generally awful!  

60. Protect birds and wildlife by preserving trees and hedgerows  

61. provide activities for local children and young people to get involved  
62. Provide more bins, they always seem to be full. Also, there is always litter and broken glass in the woods which make it not safe for 

children  

63. Provision for teenagers  

64. redo surface area around kiosk notices for cyclists to ride carefully provide a park warden!!  
65. redo surface around kiosk provide notices for cyclists to ride safely and slowly Employ park warden!  Prominent emergency council 

number for anti-social behaviour.  

66. regular item of dog waste bins  

67. Remove old structures that are unsafe and/or are targets for vandals  
68. Remove picnic table by fordington road entrance as loads of delinquent youth sitting there on a daily basis causing noise, 

disturbance, and leaving litter on a daily basis in the summer  

69. Resurface paved area around kiosk.  Beware of cyclist signs.  More benches.  

70. Review of policy re cycling in the park. Permitted/not permitted? If the former, a separate track?  

71. Running Track  

72. small pond or scrape  

73. Sort out the protected building which is falling down  

74. Sort that derelict building that should have been a cafe  
75. Take all possible steps to protect the flora such as wild arum, wood anemone, bluebells and other plants that are indicators of 

ancient woodland and prevent them from being further damaged by ignorant interference. I was horrified some years ago to see 
bluebells dug up by some well-meaning 'benefactor' in order to plant daffodils and such extraneous flowers. Also, the destruction 
of native shrubs such as blackthorn (on the edge of the woodland near the tennis-courts) was a disaster. Ancient woodland is a 
precious resource.  

76. Tear down the collapsed pavilion building.  
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77. The area close to the High Road entrance is very overgrown with nettles etc. This area could be improved.   I suggest activities for 
families and young people to engage with supporting Cherry Tree Wood, as the wood is very popular, and we appreciate the green 
space.  

78. The ban on cycling must be lifted as well. It's disgusting that cycling isn't allowed and that includes children being allowed to cycle.  
79. The bench to the right at the entrance of cherry tree woods coming from fordington road is a bench that really because f its hidden 

location tends to call upon people to go sit there, smoke and drink and be disturbing at night. Removing this bench might remove 
the opportunity for people as such to congregate in these beautiful woods  

80. The cafe does not need to be bigger, it just needs to be allowed to serve hot food, and make food on the premises, as it was about 
8 years ago.  

81. The children’s playground is terrible. It has a mix of items for children of varying ages but with very little that young children can 
actually use. It would be great to see this redeveloped or even have a natural wooded one like the National Trust have in the woods  

82. The park is wonderful. My son would go everyday if he could ..he is only 3 so we tend to bring him at least once a week. The things 
we notice the most and would like to see improved as soon as possible are the toilets. Then the cafe...regular opening hours would 
work. The suggestion of a nature trail would be great.  Cherry tree is a lovely friendly park and so happy we have it on our doorstep. 
Thank you for your work on this already  

83. The pavilion should be repaired and in use not a risk as it stands now is an eyesore.  
84. The water from the grass land and the forest area drains under the trees and settles there encouraging mosquitos to breed. A pond 

there would encourage frogs, toads and insects.  
85. To clarify one of my answers a cafe would be a nice benefit, but I don’t feel it is important, if someone has money to invest in that 

then that should be encouraged- just not something the council should worry about funding!!  
86. Very important to maintain the locking of the woods/park at night. It's a very important part of East Finchley and all the above 

ideas are great,  

87. What about the old changing room building? It’s such an eyesore. What about a crowd funding site to redevelop it?  
 

Commentary 

This was an open question asking people to identify other ideas that they have for the improvement of Cherry Tree Wood, A number of points reinforce or 

comment upon ideas contained in Questions 1 and 2 particularly in regard to café, toilets and litter. New ideas ranging from a new gate at Fordington Road, 

the provision of a scrape or pond and many others will be tested through the Management Plan for the Wood that is being developed by the friends in 

conjunction with Barnet Council. 
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Question 4 
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Commentary 

A range of support has been shown for these 

options. The lowest supported option for bird and 

bat box making is one that the Friends have 

organised for September 2019. These findings will 

help the Friends determine activities that they will 

look to promote in the next 12 – 18 months. 
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Question 5. 

 

Commentary 

Overall satisfaction levels appear reasonable but 16% declaring themselves either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied is too high and hopefully 

these results will fall over the coming years as the items that appear to cause dissatisfaction are dealt with and resolved. 
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Question 6. 

 

Commentary 

Most respondents are relatively frequent visitors to the Wood with over 60% using the Woods either on most days or weekly. Only 2% rarely visited. 
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Commentary 

Breaking down the frequency of visit by gender shows a slight increase in daily use by males compared to females but a very similar pattern of 

used for weekly visits.  
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Question 7. 
Why do you visit Cherry Tree Wood? (please 
tick up to three main reasons for normally 
visiting the park or open space). % 

For a walk 46% 

Children / family outing 36% 

Visit the play area 31% 

Get some fresh air 25% 

Enjoy the surroundings 21% 

For peace and quiet 19% 

Walk a dog 16% 

Take a shortcut 15% 

Attend events 14% 

Enjoy flowers / trees 14% 

See birds and wildlife 11% 

Meet friends 10% 

Play / watch sports or games 8% 

Eat / drink 4% 

Ride a bike 4% 

 

Commentary 

The most cited reason to visit Cherry Tree Wood was to go for a walk (46%). This seems to tie in with getting some fresh air, enjoying the 

surroundings and seeking peace and quiet (25%, 21% and 19% respectively). A large grouping was engaged on children/family outings (36%) 

and visiting the play area (31%). A significant group (16%) were walking the dog. Wildlife experiences such as enjoying flowers and trees (14%) 

and seeing birds and wildlife (11%) were sought by a slightly smaller group.  
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Question 8. 
https://www.easymapmaker.com/map/CherryTreeMap 

 

Commentary 

Following the link above will take you to a distribution map of where respondents came from by postcode. It is clear from this map that the 

bulk of respondents came from the east Finchley area and mostly from the area to the north of the Wood. There were responses from the 

roads within Haringey to the south, but these were less dense that those evident from surrounding roads to the north and the ‘County roads’ 

off the High Road in East Finchley. Of the 193 respondents mapped the bulk (188) came from under 5km from the Wood. 2 respondents came 

from Dublin.  

https://www.easymapmaker.com/map/CherryTreeMap
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Question 9. 

 

Commentary 

The bulk of the responses came from the 30-59 age group. 20 % were from the over 60 age group but few (7%) were in the under 30 age range. This is an 

area where the Friends acknowledge more detailed survey work may be needed in future to determine the actual needs and desires of the younger age 

group.  
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Question 10. 
 

 

Commentary 

A very strong female response (70%) compared to male (28%) 
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Question 11. 

 

Commentary – This question sought 3 words that best summed up what Cherry Tree Woods meant to people. The word cloud above was generated from 

the most frequently used words. 
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BEAUTIFUL, LOCAL, GREEN, PEACEFUL, SPACE, FRIENDLY, FUN, OASIS, COMMUNITY 

  


